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McGraw-Hill Education - Europe. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, High Probability Trading: Take the Steps to Become a Successful Trader, Marcel Link, "The Goal Is to Teach All Traders to Think with the Mindset of a Successful Trader." While successful trading requires tremendous skill and knowledge, it begins and ends with mindset. What do exceptional traders think when they purchase a quality stock and the price immediately plummets? How do they keep one bad trade from destroying their confidence - and bankroll? What do they know that the rest of us don't? "Some trades are not worth the risk and should never be done." "High Probability Trading" shows you how to trade only when the odds are in your favor. From descriptions of the software and equipment an exceptional trader needs high probability signals that either a top or bottom has been reached, it is today's most complete guidebook to thinking like an exceptional trader - every day, on every trade. "It's not how good you are at one individual thing, but it's the culmination of every aspect of trading that makes one successful." Before he became a successful trader, Marcel Link spent years wading from one system to the next,...
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Reviews

A whole new eBook with a brand new viewpoint. Yes, it is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You wont truly feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Margie Jaskolski

A brand new electronic book with a new standpoint. It is writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which is merely right after i finished reading through this publication where basically altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Kitty Crooks